
Ground Report 2020/21

Cricket Field:

The lights are good but however we still have a problem

with social drinking in there and there can be broken glass and bottles
left there.

We are so lucky to have a good relationship with the college as we
help one another out, we allow them access through the club carpark
and when there is a ladies soccer match on we allow the college the
use of the dressing rooms and we have let them use our pitch and
dressing rooms .The college, in particular Clive Seale has been very
easy to deal with and we have a good understanding. Fertilizing and
Spraying:

We have managed to get fertilizer (twice) out on the pitches, mini area
and the cricket field (not the soccer area) and we have sprayed them
twice as well using Galaxy spray. We also done spraying with
Roundup around the buildings and the car park.

Grass

I would like to thank Niall & Mick for all the grass cutting they

have done they have done a great job with it.

The Gym & Dressing Rooms:

Since the first lockdown for Covid -19 back in mid-March the

gym has been closed to all users!

We have been cleaning it and the dehumidifiers have been keeping

the place well maintained.



Other Jobs Done:

We done a lot of hedge cutting we cut behind the school, out by
the foot path (Twice), down behind the goals on the 2nd pitch. We
removed the eucalyptus tree out by the main entrance and also had
storm damage during the year where we had to remove trees and
branches.

Conor Day has started work on our new lighting for the Mini area
with all the digging done and bases poured for the columns. Once the
bases have cured we will be connecting up.This work is been done as
part of a  grant we received .

I would like to thank Terry O’Leary on a great job he has done with
the signage around the main pitch they look very good now and good
quality.

Draper Tools:

I would like to thank Tom Mulcahy and Draper tools for
supplying us with all the groundwork equipment that we need to keep
the club going and their sponsorship of this equipment has had a
substantial saving to the club.

THANK YOU’S!

I would like two start by thanking our TWO FAS workers both

Garoid & Freedy are excellent around the place you ask the lads to do
something and it is done. They have painted inside and outside of all
the buildings, also during the Covid-19 the lads have worked away.
We are blessed to have two good lads like this.

I would like to thank AMAC next door to us especially Aidan Murphy
very obliging and helpful.



I would like to thank Robin Forrest & Denis Kelleher for giving me
advice and guiding me when I have asked for it.

I would like to thank my Grounds Committee Mick Cashman, Niall
McCarthy, Charlie Moore, Jason Boyle and Dave Ryan.

Finally, I would like to Thank the Chairman and the general committee
for their support and faith that they have had in me and my committee.


